We provide a competitive analysis framework for online ptefetching and buffer management algorithms in parallel I/O systems, using a read-once model of block references. This has widespread applicability to key I/O-bound applications such as external merging and concurrent playback of multiple video streams. Two realistic lookahead models, global lookahead and local lookahead, am defined. Algorithms NOM and GREED based on these two forms of lookahead are analyzed for shared buffer and distributed buffer configurations, both of which occur frequently in existing systems. An important aspect of our work is that we show how to implement both the models of lookahead in practice using the simple techniques of forecasting and flushing.
The increasing imbalance between the speeds of processors and I/O devices has resulted in the I/O subsystem becoming a bottleneck in many applications. The use of multiple disks to build a parallel I/O subsystem has been advocated to enhanceI/ performance and system availability [3] , and most current high-performance systems incorporate some form of parallel I/O.
Given a D-disk parallel I/O system and a globally shared I/O buffer that can hold upto M disk blocks, we derive a lower bound of Q(a) on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online prefetching algorithm with O(M) lookahead. NOM is shown to match the lower bound using global M-block lookahead. In contrast, using only locallookahead results in an Q(D) competitive ratio. When the buffer is distributed into D portions of M/D blocks each, the algorithm GREED based on local lookahead is shown to be optimal, and NOM is within a constant factor of optimal. Thus we provide a theoretical basis for the intuition that global lookahead is more valuable for pmfetching in the case of a shared buffer configuration whereas it is enough to provide local lookaheadin case of the distributed configuration. Finally, we analyze the performance of these algorithms for reference strings generated by a uniformlyrandom stochastic process and we show that they achieve the minimal expected number of UOs. These results also give bounds on the worst-case expected performance of algorithms which employ randomization in the data layout Ptefetching is a powerful technique to reduce the JfO latency seen by an application. This is particularly true in a parallel I/O system where prefetching can be effectively used to obtain parallelism in disk access, so that the disks are most efficiently used. To fully exploit this potential, it is important to design and implement prefetching and buffer management algorithms that ensure that the most useful blocks are fetched and retained in the I/O buffer.
We consider a parallel l/O system consisting of D independent disks that can be accessed in parallel [12] . The data for the computation is spread out among the disks in units of blocks. A block is the unit of access from a disk As far as I/O is concerned, the computation is characterized by a reference string consisting of an ordered sequence of blocks that the computation accesses. In general, the reference string corresponding to a computation can consist of an arbitrary interleaving of reference strings of several concurrent applications. For the computation to successfully access a data-block, it should be resident in the internal memory of the computer system. By serving a reference string, we refer to the act of carrying out a series of UO operations that make it possible for the computation to access blocks in the order specified by the reference string. %upported in part by an IBM graduate feltowshii. Part of tbii work was done whilethesutborwasvisitingLucentTechnologi~BellLaboratories,MurrayHill,NJ. *Supported in part by a grant from the Schlumberger Foundation and by the NationalStienccFoundationundergrantCCR-9701562.
A recent study [6] focussed on the off-line problem of serving an arbitrary but fully known reference string of blocks spread across D parallel, independent disks using parallel prefetchmg in conjunction with page replacement t. The authors presented and analyzed a very clever but somewhat complicated approximation algorithm for this problem. However, the practical issue of devising an online algorithm in the framework of competitive analysis [9] for the same problem was not addressed. Permission to make digitnlihnrd copies ofall or part ofthis nmtcrial tbr pcrsonnl or classroom use is granted without l>c provided 111:tt tltc cop& nrc not made or distributed for profit or connncrcinl ndvnn~agc. 111~' copyright notice, the title of 1111: publication and its dntc nppcnr. and notice is given lbnt copyrigh1 is by permission of lhc ACAI. Inc. To copy olltcnvise, to republish, to post on scnvrs or to rcdistribtnl: to lists. rcquircs specilic pemiission nndIor fee
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Copyright 19.97 ACM U-89731~9GG-1/97/l I .. $3.50 The performance of parallel versions of LRU and MIN [2] was analyzed in [l 11 . Modeling a distributed parallel Y/O system, with independent disks and a partitioned I/O buffer, they defined a parallel version of MIN, and showed that it is optimal. The performance of online algorithms in a more tightly coupled system where the buffer can be shared by the different disks was not considered.
In this paper we present a competitive analysis framework for parallel prefetching algorithms on parallel disk systems for a re-'NotethatnplacementdecisionsareneccssitatedbythefactthattbeUObuffercan hold only some fixed number, say M. of pages. stricted family of reference strings. In contrast to the requirement [6] of knowing a priori the entire reference string exactly, ourparallel prefetching approach is based on models of bounded lookahead that are easily realizable in practice.
Our restricted family of reference strings are called read-once consumption sequences, in which all references are read-only and no block is read more than once. Such read-once reference strings arise very naturally and frequently in I/O-bound applications running on parallel disk systems: external merging and mergesorting (including carrying out several of theseconcurrently [13] ) and realtime retrieval and playback of multiple streams of multimedia data, such as compressed video and audio.
Since no block is referenced more than once, it would seem that we only need to be able to fetch blocks in the order of their appearance in the reference string, in order to design an optimal prefetchmg algorithm. When the I/O buffer can hold M blocks, a prefetching algorithm that is allowed a lookahead of M blocks into the reference suing would know, at each point, the next memoryload to fetch and can easily fetch blocks in the order of their appearance in the reference string. Counter to intuition, we obtain the interesting result that there are read-once reference sequences algorithm with a boandedlooka-D) times as many parallel I/O operations as does the optimal off-line prefetching algorithm that knows the entire sequence. The reason for this is that in certain cases the optimal off-line algorithm does not follow the policy of fetching blocks in the order of their appearance in the reference string: at times it needs to prefetch blocks that am referenced much later in the future, before blocks on some other disk that are about to be referenced in the immediate future. An important corollary is that information beyond the next memory load of references is necessary to make the performance of these algorithms optimal. Using novel techniques, we go on to show that a simple prefetchmg algorithm called NOM that uses the bounded M-block lookahead to fetch blocks from a disk in the order of their appearance in the reference string never incurs more than O(n) times the number of parallel I/O operations re uimd by the optimal off-line pmfetching algorithm. Thus, O( 3-0) is a tight fundamental bound on the performance of bounded-lookahead parallel pmfetching relative to optimal off-line parallel prefetching.
Motivated by the above results, in this paper we study online parallel prefetchmg algorithms for read-once sequences in several models varying in parallel disk configuration and the nature of lookahead available to the algorithm. Last but not least, we identify practical situations in which our models of lookahead are applicable and in fact, can be efficiently implemented using techniques such as forecasting and flushing [l] .
Precise descriptions of I/O performance metrics, lookahead models, and parallel disk configurations am given in section 1.1. Our parallel prefetching algorithms NOM and GREED are described in section 1.2. In section 2, we discuss practical situations in which lookahead may not be readily available. In section 3, we state and prove upper and lower bounds on competitive ratios for the shared buffer configuration for both forms of bounded lookahead. Section 4 gives similar results for the distributed buffer configuration. We consider the performance of our parallel disk prefetching and buffer management schemes in a probabilistic setting in section 5. In section 6 we describe how to implement the two forms of lookahead by using simple and practical techniques such as flushing and forecasting.
Model and Main Results
We consider the standard PDM (parallel diik model) consisting of D parallel disks with an associatedUO buffer capabIe of holding M blocks (M > 20) [12] , for parallel I/O performance. In each parallel JIO step, up to D blocks, at most one from each disk, may be read concurrently into the buffer. Note that the parallel prefetching algorithm decides the disks from which blocks are to be prefetched, weighing the parallelism obtainable against the buffer space OCCUpied by the blocks which are read. We measure the performance of a parallel pmfetching algorithm on a reference string C by counting the number of parallel I/O operations required to serve that reference string. Hence, we shah use the abbreviated term "I/O" to refer to a 'parallel I/O step".
In the targeted applications (video servers and external merging), a form of simple prefetching used in practice is to pmfetch consecutive data blocks from a stream, with the aim of reducing the average seek time. In the parallel I/O model, by tmating this larger unit of fetch as a block, the gains from reduced average access time can be combined with the performance benefits of disk parallelism. For a fixed size of the I/O buffer, there is a tradeoff between the benefits of a larger block size and the achievable I/O parallelism, with the latter dominating at practical buffer sizes [S] .
We consider only read-once reference strings in which each block appears exactly once. In order to enable prefetching we consider two natural models of bounded lookahead in this paper: G[obalM-black lookahead permits the prefetcher to know precisely the M references in the reference string immediately following the last reference. In local Iookahead only one block (the next reference missing in the buffer) from each disk is known to the prefetcher, beyond what is present in the buffer.
Global M-Block Lookahead: Lot C = rr , PZ, ~9. rN, and sup pose that the last block referenced is ri. An I/O scheduling algorithm has @bar M-blocklookahead ifit knows the next M blocks in c, r;+r , rite, -* * r;+M.
Local Lookahead: An I/O scheduling algorithm has local lookuhead if it knows for each disk the next block in C that is not in the buffer.
We consider two natural configurations of the parallel diik system, modeling commonly found I/O architectures. We refer to these the distributed buffer configuration and the shared buffer conflguration respectively.
DistributedBuffer:
In this configuration each disk has a local, private buffer of M/D blocks. A disk's buffer is used CXelusively for holding blocks read from that disk, and cannot be used to buffer blocks of other disks. Shared Buffer: In thii configuration there is a common buffer M blocks that is shared globally among all the disks, For the read-once sequences, we consider both a wonf-case model wherein each block of the read-once sequence may be quested from any arbitrary diik and a stochastic model wherein each blockis requested, independentof the others, from a mndomly chosen disk.
Below, we state our bounds on the I/O performance of the online parallel prefetching algorithms NOM and GREED that respcctively employ global M-block lookahead and local lookahead the two parallel diik configurations we mentioned earlier. We press the I/O performance of these online algorithms in terms competitive ratios in the worst-case model. In the stochastic model, we express I/O performance in terms of the expected value of the total number of parallel I/O operations incurred as a function of N, the length of the read-once consumption sequence.
l In the worst-case model, the competitive ratio of parallel prefetching algorithms using only global M-block lookahead, running in the shared buffer configuration, is at least Q(n). NOMhasacompetitiveratioofO(fi) andisthus optimal among all algorithms using global M-block lookahead.
a In the worst-case model, the competitive ratio of algorithms using only local lookahead, running in the shared buffer configuration is at least Q(D). GREED has a competitive ratio of O(D) and is thus optimal among all algorithms using local lookahead.
l In the worst-case model, GREED has a competitive ratio of 1 for the diitributed buffer configuration, and is hence optimal among all algorithms (online and off-line). On the other hand, NOM has a competitive ratio of a constant c > 1, and is hence near-optimal.
l For stochastically generated reference strings of length IV, NOM incurs the minimum expected number of UOs, namely @(N/D), in both the shared and distributed buffer configurations working with a buffer of size M = n(DlogD); whereas GREED requires a buffer of size M = S2(D2) and M = G(Dlog D) respectively in the two configurations to achieve the same UO performance.
Prefetching Algorithms
AU the algorithms we consider generate a valid schedule; that is, in the resuhiug schedule a block must be present in the buffer before it is consumed and the number of blocks present in buffer must never exceed the buffer size. For the shared buffer this means that there are at most M blocks in the buffer at any time; in the case of distributed buffer there are never more than M/D buffered blocks from any disk. We say that a valid schedule is normal if each parallel I/O contains a demandbZock; that is, the block which is to be consumed next, thereby necessitating that f/O. Finally, the optimal algorithm (OFT) generates an optin& schedule which minim&s the total number of pamllel I/OS among all valid schedules. Note that the optimal algorithm may be an off-line algorithm. We define scheduling algorithms NOM and GREED, that make use of M-block and local lookahead respectively. Both these algorithms do not evict a block once it has been fetched into the I/O buffer, till a request for that block has been serviced. Also, as these algorithms service read-once reference strings, once a request for a block has been serviced, the requested block is evicted from the buffer.
The performance of these algorithms are analyzed in section 3 for the shared buffer configuration, and in section 4 for the distributed buffer configuration.
NOM: algorithm uses global M-block lookahead to build a normal schedule as follows: on every paralfel J/O it fetches a block from each disk that has an unread block in the current global M-block lookahead, provided there is space in the (local) buffer.
As the depth of lookahead used by NOM is M, or one memoryload, there wiU always be free buffer space for the unread blocks in the shared buffer configuration. However, in the distributed buffer configuration, some local buffers may be full, and no reads from the associated disks can occur.
GREED : algorithm uses local lookahead to build a normal schedule as follows: on every parallel I/O it fetches the next block not in buffer from each disk provided there is space available in the (local) buffer. In the distributed buffer configuration, if there is no buffer space in some local buffer then no block is read from that disk. In the shared buffer configuration, if them are less than D free blocks when the I/O is made, then only the demand block is fetched.
To illustrate the functioning of NOM and GREED algorithms consider the request sequence
C=AIAZA&BBBBDDCCBBAA~ 12341212565
The letter denotes the disk from which the block is requested and the subscript denotes the block index within the disk. Let M = 8.
The following is the schedule generated by NOM for the shared buffer configuration.
During the JYO for AI the lookahead window extends up to (and including) B4. As this window does not include any blocks from disks C and D, no blocks are pmfetched from those disks. For the secondIf the lookahead window extends until DI, causing it to be pmfetched. Similarly, during the fourth I/O the lookahead window includes CI , which is then prefetched. From the schedule above it can be seen that NOM requires a total of six VOs.
For the same request sequence the schedule generated by GREED is as follows.
During the UO for AI, GREED pmfetches blocks from all other disks as there am more than D = 4 free blocks. When A3 is requested, GREED will have six prefetched blocks and hence no blocks are pmfetched during the third I/O. Blocks are freed later, and when 83 is requested them am only four prefetched blocks in the buffer; consequently, As is prefetched with B3. Thus, GREED services C in eight T/OS.
Practical Issues concerning Lookahead
In this section, we consider local lookahead in the context of two ilistinct types of parallel disk data layout strategies for applications such as external merging and video servers that generate readonce consumption sequences. It may be observed that both the above-mentioned applications involve sequentially retrieving data blocks from multiple streams laid out on disk Fundamental difi ficulties [12, 8, 11 arise from the fact that (except in special circumstances) the diiemnt stmams are "consumed" at varying, dynamically changing rates. Local lookahead can play a key role in implementing prefetchiug and buffer management in such circumstances. Local lookahead refers to bemg able to tell, for each disk, at any point of time, which disk-resident block will be referenced the earliest. In the "'run on a disk" scheme analyzediu [S] , it is possible to obtaiu a direct implementation of local lookahead using simple prediction techniques [7, 11. This can be achieved without requiring any information to be implanted in the data blocks, as in more sophisticated data layout schemes [l] . This is the case in certain existing database systems [8] or in video servers with each video clip stored entirely on a disk.
However, there are certain algorithmic advantages to having the streams striped across the D disks during merging or merge sorting, as pointed out in [l] . Existing and proposed video servers generally either stripe video clips across disks in a round robin fashion or employ more sophisticated forms of striping [lo] . The video server in [IO] uses independently chosen ranhnpermutationsas orderings of the D disks in which to place successive groups of D contiguous blocks of a clip. (Such randomized striping helps prevent extended durations of time in which an I/O hot spot moves from one disk to the next in cyclic order because disk blocks from several video clips have active portions co-located on the same disk, getting consumed at uniform rates. The random permutation ensures that the hot spot does not move in synchrony from one diik to the next and so on.) In these situations, local lookahead does not come for free andinvolves picking out, for each disk, one block from the set of next blocks of all the streams on that disk. It is in these circumstances that the forecasting dam structure [1] can be fruitfully employed to implement local lookahead with negligible preprocessing overhead, as we diicuss in section 6.2.
Shared Buffer Configuration
In the shared buffer configuration a globally shared buffer is used to cache blocks fetched in an I/O. Since the buffer is shared by all diiks, there is no specific portion of the buffer allocated to any particular disk as in the distributed buffer configuration. Hence it is possible to allocate buffer space unevenly to different disks. 'Ihii allows the initiation of prefetches even on disks from which already a lot of blocks have been prefetched and buffeted, which is not possible in the distributed buffer configuration.
This choice in allocating buffer space to different disks makes prefetching and buffer management diflicult and challenging. The buffer management algorithm has to judiciously allocate buffer space among blocks fetched from different disks. In order to service the reference suing with the least number of YOs, the number of disks busy during each I/O ought to be maximized. However excessive prefetching may fill up the shared buffer with prefetched blocks, which may not be used till much later. Such blocks have the adverse effect of choking the buffer and reducing the parallelism in fetching mom immediate blocks. But, counter to intuition, it is not always better to prefer fetching a block just because that block is required earlier than another. Such situations are presented and used to give a lower bound on the performance of algorithms using global M-block lookahead in section 3.1. Hence a good prefetching and buffer management algorithm ought to co-operatively decide how much buffer space to allocate for a particular I/O and which blocks ought to be @@fetched in a particular I/O, so that the entire reference string can be serviced in the least number of I/OS.
In this section we study the on-line version of the above problem, wherein the entire reference string is not available to the algorithm. Instead the algorithm is allowed only the limited knowledge, of future requests, given by references in the lookahead.
Global M-block Lookahead
We first study the performance of algorithms which, at any time, have knowledge of the next memory-load of future accesses, or the next M references. This is interesting since at any instant the buffer can hold at most M blocks; hence algorithms which have such knowledge might intuitiveIy keep the buffer filled with immediately important blocks and thereby be expected to perform very well. This is true in the limited sense that global M-block lookahead is mom useful than local lookahead. Global M-block lookahead gives information regarding the relative order of refcrence of blocks from disks, which can be effectively used to perform pmfetches cleverly. However, surprismgly, we shall show that any algorithm that uses only global M-block lookahead is fundamentally limited to have a competitive ratio of at least n(a).
This non-intuitive bound is primarily due to the fact that in the shared buffer configuration, knowledge of the reference string beyond the next M blocks, can be used to perform more effective prefetching.
Lower Bound
Given any online parallel prefetching algorithm that employs Mblock lookahead, we show how to construct a nemesis reference string C, that forces the online algorithm to perform Q(a) times the number of I/OS incurred by the optimal off-line algorithm OPT on C.
As discussed before, global M-block lookahead provides information regarding the next memory-load of data. Hence, we consider the performance of these algorithms in a sequence of block references, each of length M. This intuition is naturally captured by the concept of phase. We will use the following notation during our analysis. Lot !& be the total number of I/OS used by A to service C and let TOPT be the number of I/OS taken by OFT to service C. We uso ID to denote the set of the D parallel disks. In order to facilitate the presentation of our lower bound proof we define good and bad phases. Figure 1 iihtstrates the distribution of blocks on diierent disks in the two kinds of phases.
Note that if no block from a bad phase were to be prefetched prior to the beginning of the phase, at least M/Pa VOs need to be performed to serve the requests in that phase. We wih force any online algorithm to get into a situation where its limited lookahead prevents it from pmfetching a substantial number of blocks for the next bad phase.
The blocks referenced in good phases am striped across ah D disks. This guarantees that ah the requests can be serviced with exactiy M/D fully paraliel I/OS, provided that the number of free blocks in the buffer at the start of the phase is at least D.
Given any deterministic online algorithm A with a bounded lookahead of M blocks, we show below how to construct a nemesis reference string from good and bad phases, depending on d's pxefetching decisions.
Definition 5 We construct a reference string r~ of 2@M references such that the nemesis string C is obtained by repeating the string 9 an arbitrary number of times. The reference string f~ consists of a sequence of 2fi phases, phase(l), . . . , phase(2fl, suchthat odd-numberedphasesphase(2k-l), with 15 k 5 2 D, am bad and even-numberedphasesphase(2k), with 15 k 5 a, are good.
The Brst bad phase, phase(l), has a bad disk parameter of 1. The bad disk parameter of every subsequent bad phase is dependent on d's prefetching decisions and E chosen as follows: 'For k > 1, let & denote the set of bad disk parameters corresponding to all bad phases phase(2k' -1) with k' < k, occurring prior to phase(2k -1). ILet Gk denote the set 2, -& of D -k + 1 disks not in Bk. It is possible that on account of d's prefetching, one or more future disk blocks* am aheady in the I70 buffer at the end of phase(2k -3). The disk dk E Gk such that among ah the disks in the set Gk, dk has the smallest number of future blocks in aigorithm d's buffer at the end of phase(2k -3), is chosen to be the bad disk parameter of phase(2k -1).3
Theorem 1 The competitive ratio of any deterministic online algorithm having bounded global M-block lookahead is at least fqdq.
Proof: We shall show that the reference string C defined above is such that TA/TOPT is n(n)-
In Lemma 1 we show that A wiIi incur G(M) I/OS for every instance of the substring '1, defined above, in the nemesis string C. On the other hand we show in Lemma 2 that there exists a normal schedule S that incurs only 'By futuredisk blocks wemean blocksthat getreferencedsome timein the future withrqccttotheprc.scntpointin time. 'This is a valid wostruction as A can see only M blocks ahead in the reference string and so cannot make any prcfetchmg decisions depending on phase(2k -1) priortolheendofphose(2k -3).
@(M/n)
IlOs corresponding to every instance of the substring 9. Hence the theorem follows. 0
Intuitively, the subsequence q is constructed by ahemating bad phases with good phases. Bad phases are constructed to have a large number (M/2*) blocks requested from a single disk, and the rest of the blocks striped across ali the remaining disks. Hence these phases can cause a large number of T/OS if no blocks are prefetched from the disk which has the "peak". Good phases am designed to hide the skewed disk block distribution of bad phases from the bounded lookaheadaigorithm, while not permitting "free' prefetching opportunities as the next bad phase is discovered.
It may be noted that the reference string q's disk blocks are distributed so as to classify the We force the online algorithm A to incur approximately A I/OS for every consecutive pair of phases of q thus resuhing in a cost of n(M) for A. On the other hand, we show that it is possible to design an optimal off-line schedule S that fetches A future blocks from a-1 disks of the set 211 in the first phase itself thereby leaving an evenly balanced disk block placement for subsequent phases. We show that S incurs no more than O(M/fl) JfOs in doing so.
The following lemmas formalize the above intuition. In the foiiowing lemma we show how to construct an off-line schedule that serves the same set of requests in much fewer I/OS. Essentially, during the I/OS for the first bad phase, the off-line schedule prefetches blocks from bad disks of all future bad phases thus reducing the number of IlOs that need to be performed in future bad phases to O(M/D). It exploits the fact that good phases can be serviced with fuh parallelism (needing M/D I/OS) with just a smali amount of storage (D). By prefetching into only M/2 memory blocks, the schedule leaves M/2 2 D blocks free to get full parallelism in the good phases. Hence no blocks need to be prefetched for the good phases.
Lemma 2 A normal schedule S can be constructed, that incurs at mostTs = @(M/e)
I/OS to service q.
Proof: We construct a schedule S to service C by running the following algorithm on it. As before, let q have bad disk ammeter dk, corresponding to phase(2k -1). for 1 5 k 5 P D and let T = (M -&&)/(D -1).
l In phase(l) of q, we prefetch as follows:
-During the first r I/OS we fetch only blocks required in the same phase.
-During the remainiu M/2&7 -T I/OS of phase(l), we prefetch M/2 / D -7 blocks from each one of&e disks dk, for 2 < k 5 0, that constitute the bad disk parameters of the remaining a-1 bad phases. The M/2fl-r blocks prefetched from disk dk for 2 < k < m, are precisely thefarthest M/2&-r d;k bl&x of phase(2k -1).
l During each subsequent phase, we prefetch blocks of that phase with full disk parallelism. Due to the prefetchmg carried out in the first phase, no bad phase now has more than 7 blocks residing on any disk so even bad phases incur only O(M/D) I/OS. Since the YO buffer can hold M 2 20 blocks, disk blocks prefetched iu the first phase do not have to be evicted or flushed out to make space for subsequent processing.
Since S has prefetched -T blocks from each of the disks dk, for 2 < k 5 dominant peak in each of the fi -1 bad phases following phase(l) will be reduced to T. Hence in each of these bad phases, S will incur T I/OS.
As discussed previously, any good phase cti be serviced in exactly M/D YOs provided there are D free blocks in the buffer. This is satisfied by the schedule. Hence, in any good phase S will incur exactly M/D I/OS to fetch all blocks that are referenced in the same phase itself. Therefore, in servicing q, the total number of I/OS done by S is 
Upper bound on the Competitive Ratio
From theorem 1, the competitive ratio of any online algorithm using global M-block lookahead is Q(n). This raises the question as to whether we can design an algorithm which can match thii bound. We shall show in this section that a simple algorithm NOM can match the lower bound up to constant factors.
In this section we prove an upper bound on the ratio of the number of I/OS required by NOM to the number of UOs required by the optimal off-line algorithm in the shared buffer configuration. The following lemma ensures that, while considering optimal algorithms that service read-once reference strings, it suffices to consider simple off-line prefetching algorithms that never evict prefetched blocks before they axe referenced. We omit the proof here for brevity. Consider a reference string C and a parallel prefetchmg algorithm A serving it. Any phase of C is said to have completed at the time of consumption of the final block referenced in that phase.
The sequence of consecutive I/OS made by A between the I/O immediately following the completion of phase(i -1) up to but not including the UO immediately following the completion of phase(i), is refered to as the UOs incurredby A in phacre(i).
Consider the set Pl,h of blocks of phase (l) that am yet to bo read after completion of the h-th parallel I/O done by OPT. We denote by A(Z, h) the largest number of blocks of the set PI,h that need to be read from any single disk, raking all disks into considcration.
We can now present the notion of a usefil block that plays a key role in our analysis. We next introduce the notion of asuperphasewith respect to the actions of the optimal prefetching algorithm OPT while servicing a reference string. Given a reference string C, we break it down into contiguous subsequences called superphases. In its essence, a superphase is a collection of a minhnal number of contiguous phases in which at least M useful blocks are prefetched.
Consider the 6th superphase Si of the reference string. Let ?l'; denote the set of phases of S; such that for each phase(j) E: l?;, at least one useful block has been prefetched in some previous phase(k), where k < j. Let II; denote the set of all remaining phases of Si: that is, phases to which no useful block has been prefetched.
Let 7;' = II';l. Let the number of useful blocks prefetchcd by OFT in superphases before Si for phases of Si be ai and the number of useful blocks prefetched by OPT in Si for phases in St be ,&. I.&t 1~0~ and IoPT be the number of I/OS done in superphase Si by NOM and OPT respectively.
The following lemmas follow directly from previous defini- Lemma 7 The number of useful blocks prefetched by OPT in Si for phases in Si is pi < M.
Proof: Let si = (phase(t),phase(t + l), . . . ,phase(t + 5)).
The lemma follows from the fact that no useful block prefetched in phase(t f s) can be for for phases in S;. But by definition, the number of useful blocks fetched in the remaining phases of Si is at most M.
Cl
The following key lemma ensures that essentially it is enough for us to show that OFT incurs Q(M/a) J/OS in a super-phase.
Proof: By definition, Qi < M, and from Lemma 7, pi < M. Applying Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 completes the proof. 0
We shall now prove Theorem 2 considering the following mutually exclusive cases.
Proof: The total number of blocks referenced in Si is at least Mri, since each phase references M blocks. Since at most M blocks of these blocks could have been prefetched before the start of Si, at least M7i -M blocks must be fetched in Si. Thk would m@e at least hE By the definition of pi and 7;. there must be some phase in Si such that at least pi/ri useful blocks were prefetched by OFT for that phase in previous phases of Si . It follows from Lemma by an analysis similar to that of Lemma 9 and Lemma 10.
this
The intettxting case is when 7i+r < fl and pi.+1 < M/2. In case, at least M/2 useful blocks prefetched during Si lie in the buffer of OPT at the end of superphase Si, since at most M/2 useful blocks prefetchedin St were forphasesin Si @i < M/2). NOW ills. ,+I, OPT ptefetches at least M additional useful blocks. Since the PO buffer can hold at most M blocks, at least M/2 of all the useful blocks that were prefetched in either Si or Si+r mustnecessarily be for phases of S&r. But the number of useful blocks were fetched in Si+r is 7i+r 5 bases for which Y D. Conse uently them must be some phase in S;+r for whom at least M/2 P D use.-ful blocks were pmfetched. Hence, invoking Lemma 4, OPT in- Proaft Partition C into non-overlapping supernhases as described previously. Lemmas 9, 10 and 11 showthai either the ratio of the number of I/OS done by NOM to those done by OPT in a single superphaseis O(a) &.e mmas 9, lo), or that this bound is satisfied by the I/OS done in two consecutive supe Hence the competitive ratio of NOM is 0( 7 hases (Lemma 11). D). 0
Local Lookahead
In this section, we consider the benefits of using pure local lookahead: that is, the prefetching algorithm has no access to any information regarding the relative order of consumption of blocks originating from different disks. It tums out that this is a very powerful advantage for the adversary in the shared buffer configuration. The adversary can force a higher lower bound on the competitive ratio of online algorithms based only upon local lookahead relative to that for online algorithms that can use global M-block Iookahead.
In Theorem 3 below, we show for the shared buffer configuration that any algorithm using only local lookahead can perform S2(D) times as bad as the optimal off-line algorithm. Note that this is the worst possible competitive ratio for any algorithm which generates a normal schedule. This is because any algorithm which generates a normal schedule, initiates I/OS only on demand and hence performs at most one I/O per block in the reference suing. Hence, clearly, if the length of the reference string is N, the most number of UOs that the algorithm can do is N; while the least number of I/OS that the optimal algorithm could do is N/D (fetching D blocks in each parallel PO). Therefore, a simple algorithm like GREED can easily match the bound.
The proof of the lower bound is similar to that of Theorem 1; that is, we construct a reference string that can fool any given algorithm d that uses only local Iookahead into performing a large number of VOs. where H,, is the nth Harmonic number. Hence the competitive ratio of A is at least m which is w9 0.
Distributed Buffer Configuration

local Lookahead
In the distributed buffer configuration there is no possibility of using free blocks Corn some other disk's local buffer. Intuitively the best we can do is to prefetch from a disk whenever possible. This, in fact, is the optimal algorithm in this configuration of the buffer (among all algorithms -online and off-line).
Theorem 4 In the distributed bt&r configuration, GREW is the optimal algorithm, performing the least number ofparallel I/OS.
Proof: In [I 11 it was proved that an algorithm, P-MU?, minimizes the number of parallel I/OS in the distributed buffer configuration, when the reference string can have repetitions. When P-MIN is restricted to read-once reference strings it behaves like GREED. Hence GREED is optimal. 0
Global M-block lookahead
From Theorem 4, algorithm GREED that uses only local lookahead, is optimal in the distributed buffer configuration. It is not diicult to construct a reference string C for which any algorithm that uses only global M-block lookahead performs more parallel I/OS than GREED. We show however that NOM is near optimal; that is, its competitive ratio is O(1). To determine the competitive ratio of NOM we shall assume without loss of generality that OPT = GREED. In the following lemma we bound the performance of NOM in any phase.
Lemma 12
To service a sequence of ICI = M requests, Tno~ 5
Proofi Let NOM(d,n) (respectively OPT(d, n)) be the number of blocks from disk cl that are in its buffer immediately after NOM (respectively OPT) has referenced n blocks in C. Define a POtential function Q(ra) = maxd{OPT(d, n) -NOM(d, n)}. Let TNOM(~) and Tops be the number of IiOs done by NOM and OPT respectively to service n references.
Note that since 1x1 = M, sll blocks in the reference string are in NOM's lookahead window. Hence, on every I/O NOM will prefetch a block from disk d, if there is a free block in the local buffer and there is some unbuffered block from that disk.
Using the above definitions, we shall first prove inductively, that T-o&r(n) 5 Tom(n) + a(o) -a(n)
The hypothesis is true for n = 0 since by definition Tops and ToPT(k + 1) = Top@). 
Probabilistic Setting
In this section we consider the parallel pmfetching and buffer mnnagement problem in probabilistic settings. In previous sections we considered serving arbitrary worst-case reference strings on parallel disk systems. A natural question that arises is one regnrding the performance of parallel prefetchmg algorithms when the blocks in the reference strings originate from randomly chosen disks, or rather when the reference string can be said to be generated by a stochastic adversary. In this section we present results that indicate improved performance for the parallel prefetching algorithms in this setting, compared to the worst-case settings considered earlier. The superior performance in probabilistic settings can be said to motivate the explicit randomized layout approach employed for multiple data streaming in [1, lo] . The same bounds that hold for performance with respect to a stochastic adversary hold for worstcase expected performance with respect to randomization internal to the algorithm.
When the read-once reference string is such that each block may originate independentZy from any disk with uniform probability, the analysis uses results proved for the classic urn occupczncy problem [4] . A complication arises while considering nuts or videos that are striped, with each stream starting on a randomly chosen disk this complication is related to the loss of probabiitic independence with respect to the disks from which successive blocks of the reference string may originate. While merging striped rum (streaming striped videos) such that the first block of each run (video) was placed on an independently chosen uniformly random disk, there exists a dependency among the disks from which contiguous blocks of the resulting reference string originate. In [I], the authors formulated and analyzed the dependent occupancy problem and proved bounds identical to the ones (up to lower order terms) for the classic occupancy problem [4] .
Below we state the theorems pertaining to our models for parallel prefetching that may be proved using these results. Theorem 7 for the shared buffer configuration is from [8] . We omit the proofs for masons of brevity. 
Practical Implementations of Lookahead
In thii section, we describe the techniques of forecasting and flushing which make possible a practical implementation of local and global lookahead.
Implementing Local Lookahead
As we mentioned in section 2, in case of applications such as external merging, multimedia streaming, etc., the data streams are typically striped across the parallel disk system; sometimes even randomized striping is employed as in [l, lo] . In this section, we discuss how to use a forecasting data structure [l] to implement local lookaheadunder these ciroumstances.
In the applications of interest. each stream might be a sorted run of records that is expected to be merged or a compressed sequence of frames or some other multimedii dam units that is expected to be played back Intuitively, each mcord in the sorted run and each frame in the video stream have a certain natural time-stamp signifying when that record will be consumed; that is, merged or transmitted for display.
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For instance, in external merging the key value of a record provides a natural time-stamp, since it determines when the record is consumed. Similarly, the time-stamp of a block of video is determined by the compression of the preceding frames.
Thus at any point of time during the parallel processing of multiple streams of data, the next block that should be prefetched from any disk is the block with the smallest time-stamp from the set of blocks resident on that disk, considering all streams having blocks on that disk. Therefore, implementing local lookaheadinvolves implementing a simple, efficient mechanism to keep track of the block with the smallest time-stamp on each disk at all times.
In order to implement local lookahead, we follow the approach of implanting in each disk block of the stream, the value of the time-stamp of the next block of that stream that resides on the same disk. This information can easily be implanted in each block of each stripe of each stream with negligible increase in occupied disk space. We refer the reader to [l] for details regarding the maimenance and use of the forecasting data structure during the streaming and estimates of the marginal memory requirements of such an approach.
Implementing Global Lookahead
The previous subsection makes possible an implementation of local lookahead and thus the algorithm GREED. In thii subsection, we show how to combine local lookahead with the simple technique of flushing [l] to effectively implement global M-block hokahead and an algorithm that performs at least as well as NOM The description in [l] provides the details of the algorithm, which we briefly sketch here.
At any time t during the computation, let Me denote the set of blocks in the buffer and let SC denote D blocks, each one being the block with the smallest time-stamp on one disk It may be verilied that the following algorithm incurs no more parallel I/O operations than does NOM and is optimal:
Whenever The flush operation by itself does not involve any IIO. Hence the forecasting data strncture and the technique of flushing yield a simple, efficient implementation of global M-block lookahead for read-once consumption sequences.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a competitive analysis framework for online parallel prefetching algorithms serving an important class of reference strings on parallel disk systems. Our pmfetching algorithms are based on novel and practically realizable forms of bounded lookahead. We considered a variety of scenarios and ptesented upper and lower bounds for variants of the online problem that encompass many practical situations. Besides theoretically analyzing the problems at hand, we also discuss how to use simple techniques such as forecasting and flushing in order to implement the various forms of lookahead so vital for prefetching.
6Asimpledynamicdatastruchuetomahtaintheorderofconslmpt.ionofmemory resident blocks may be used along with the forecasting data structure [I] to carry out thseoperations.
